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The Society for International Development

The Society for International Development (SID) is an

international non-governmental network of individuals and

institutions, founded in 1957 to promote social justice and

foster democratic participation. Through locally driven

international programmes, SID works to strengthen

collective empowerment, facilitate dialogue and knowledge

sharing worldwide. In addressing issues from a

multisectorial perspective, the Society emphasizes systemic

and long-term approaches with a central focus on social and

institutional transformation.

SID has over 55 chapters, 50 institutional members and 3,000

individual members in some 125 countries. Its Secretariat is

headquartered in Rome, Italy and it also operates a Regional

Office for Eastern Africa based in Nairobi, Kenya.

The SID Uganda Chapter, which has co-hosted the Uganda

Scenarios Project, was founded in Kampala, Uganda in 1982.

Over the years, it has had a chequered existence and is

currently led by Hon. Yonasani Kanyomozi, Member of the

East African Legislative Assembly.
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This booklet presents scenario stories about
three possible futures that Uganda might face in the
coming years. Looking at the coming two decades,
the stories try to explore the paths Uganda might
take over this period and what the implications of
such trajectory might be. This booklet – and the
stories – are one of the products of the Uganda
Scenarios Project, an initiative of the Society for
International Development (SID) an international
NGO based in Rome, in conjunction with the SID
Uganda chapter. Similar projects have been carried
out in Kenya and Tanzania.

The timing of this project in Uganda has been
opportune given the ongoing transition process.
Uganda is currently at cross roads, contemplating
what method to adopt in changing its
administration and leadership for the future. A
number of issues and questions have arisen in this
regard. Indeed, the big question facing us all today
relates to finding the best way to deal with this
transition. In the final analysis, whichever method is
adopted is certain to have a lasting impact on the
future of Uganda, its people and indirectly affect
developments in the sub-region and beyond.

It is hoped that these stories will contribute to
finding the answers to these questions, and guide
processes leading to the most favourable outcome

for the nation. Furthermore, I hope that in
considering these stories, the awareness of
Ugandans is aroused and that they consider
seriously the various forces that are likely to shape
the future of our country. The likely consequences
and outcomes as portrayed in these stories should
arouse the people’s conscience and enable them
make a constructive contribution towards shaping
the future of Uganda. The stories explore possible
outcomes for the future of our country and invite us
to think about what might happen and to
participate in shaping the transition process we are
going through.

In presenting these stories, the project team
sought to make neither predictions nor forecasts. It
is not certain that events will come to pass as the
storywriters have imagined. However, they offer us a
tool through which we can begin to measure and
interrogate our actions as we move towards the
future – a common future that we shall all share in.

SID Uganda recommends these stories to all
Ugandans as the future is in their hands.

Kanyomozi Yonasani MLA (EALA)

President, SID Uganda Chapter

June 2004
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We all think about the future. In a period of

profound uncertainty, we try to imagine the impact of

events – near and distant – on our daily lives, our

institutions, on the choices that we make. There are no

easy answers. Indeed, no one can accurately predict

what will happen in the future. We can however learn

to handle uncertainty. We can prepare ourselves to

deal with outcomes we may neither anticipate nor

wish for.

This is where scenarios are useful. They help us to

think about the future and to prepare for what might

happen. Scenarios describe different paths into the

future. They are tools to bring out people’s thoughts

and to help them think through different possibilities.

They can be useful in helping identify what needs to

be done to achieve a desired goal.

This booklet is the outcome of the Uganda

Scenarios Project – the third in a series of national

scenario projects carried out by the Society for

International Development after Kenya and Tanzania. It

seeks to draw attention to and provoke conversations

on the issues and challenges that Ugandans will face in

the coming years. It is the outcome of a process that

began in May 2002 and that involved well over 50

people drawn from different professions and

backgrounds. Over an eighteen-month period, the

project team participated in various conversations and

investigations aimed at understanding the forces that

have created the Uganda we live in today, identifying

the forces influencing its future and imagining what

future Ugandans might have to face.

Since the future is unpredictable, the Uganda

Scenarios Project team developed these scenario

stories to:

Anticipate and influence change: Scenarios help

identify surprises and interruptions in trends. They

highlight factors that are shaping Uganda’s future.

Through this revelation, scenarios can help major

actors identify pitfalls, provide opportunities to to

chart new directions and provide long-lasting

strategies to avoid being caught off-guard by

unforeseen events.

Lead to new ways of thinking: Scenarios

encourage thinking beyond traditional approaches to

problem solving.This new way of thinking can serve as

4
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a catalyst for radical change. These scenarios will bring

a new dimension to ongoing discussions on the issues

and challenges facing Uganda.

Reduce future risk: The use of scenarios can help

key actors in government; private sector and civil

society groups better determine the outcome of

certain actions before they are actually taken. In

addition, by being able to recognize various signals,

surprises can be minimized and the responses become

more effective.

Help develop a common framework: It is often

very difficult to direct a focused vision in an entire

country. The scenarios can provide a framework and

language for handling complex conditions and

options. Most importantly they can build and expand

common ground that will be critical for Ugandans to

find creative solutions to the many challenges they face.

This book describes three scenarios that Uganda

could face during the next few decades. They are

called the Rope Bridge, the Embaliga Walk and Ovago

Vile Vile, Ovago Dra Dri. The team has published these

stories with the singular objective of catalysing a

broad public debate on the possible futures that

Uganda might have to face and the individual and

collective choices that will have to be made. Two key

questions emerge from the team’s experience:

i) Where are we going? It can be argued that

Uganda needs to make fundamental changes in its

vision, organization and direction in order to take

full advantage of future opportunities and to

minimize the impact of the threats that will

inevitably arise. The project team is convinced that

Uganda will soon be confronted with a series of

increasingly difficult choices. Many of them will

demand that significant sacrifices to be made by all

– not just by the government, but also by Uganda’s

citizens and friends.

ii) What does it take to overcome the destructive

habits of the past? Uganda has suffered a lot in its

short history as an independent nation. The

multiple traumas of conflict and of exclusion have

left their mark on the nation and its people. Many

Ugandans have grown up in an atmosphere of

conflict, of fear and many have suffered cruel

deprivations. Even as Uganda makes bold steps

into the future, the past still continues to haunt the
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present. Divisions across ethnic, social and religious

lines rear their head every now and then.

Meaningful reconciliation and a commitment to

the ethos of a united Uganda by all its citizens are a

sine qua non. Whether or not Ugandans are able to

face the coming years as a united nation will largely

depend the determination of its people to place its

past firmly behind it, to strengthen those ties that

bind the country together and to learn from past

experiences.

At the core of the Uganda Scenarios Project is the

learning objective. We ask whether it is possible for us

to learn from our past experience and present

circumstances in order to make adjustments for a

better future. How will we do it? How will external

forces influence this? What processes will facilitate

such dialogue and adjustment? What responses

should we expect?

Citizens need to understand their role in shaping

the society they inhabit and should be empowered to

take greater responsibility for the choices they make.

The scenario stories help to build greater awareness

about the forces that have shaped and continue to

shape the country. As a strategic tool, they can

contribute to pinpointing and exposing the critical

areas in Uganda’s development and providing a

method through which various actors can test their

decisions to see how they might fare over time.

The stories help identify surprises and

discontinuities in trends and factors crucial to

transitional processes, making it easier to identify

pitfalls and encouraging the design of robust and

resilient strategies to meet challenges faced. They also

serve to help reduce future risk by helping key

stakeholders and actors better determine the

outcome of certain actions before they are actually

taken. Various signals are highlighted such that

surprises are minimized and responses and action are

made more effective.

Finally, it is hoped that the stories will help

stimulate new ways of thinking beyond traditional

approaches to problem solving, serving to break

stereotypes and encourage radical as opposed to

incremental changes. Remember, they are not

predictions – merely sketches of a future Ugandans

might have to face whether they like to or not.

6
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What is Uganda today?  It is first, as it has always

been, a land of rich soils and good climate. These have

supported a trebling of the population in the last 30

years to approximately 26 million people. Most

Ugandans still live on the land and more of Uganda’s

wealth comes from agriculture (42%) than from either

industry or services (38% and 20% respectively). But

Uganda is also a landlocked country wrapped around

the shores of Lake Victoria. As it leaves the lake, the

country winds through the swamps and rapids of the

Nile River, sitting between the Ruwenzori Mountains to

the west and Mount Elgon to the east. This landscape

has supported a rich diversity of wildlife and of

peoples, languages and traditions. These include

political legacies of both kingdoms and acephalous

bands ruled by groups of elders. Religious life is as

varied as the landscape and the language. Here, too,

diversity is the rule.

This diversity may be Uganda’s greatest wealth, but

since the 1960’s – around about when Uganda gained

independence – the country has undergone spells of

political violence that have resulted in loss of lives and

unconstitutional power changes. In 1986, the National

Resistance Movement came to power. With this, a

relative period of calm was ushered in with many parts

of the country enjoying peace and stability. Only

Northern Uganda continues to suffer insecurity due to

armed insurgencies.

What we have achieved in recent years

Many people today laud Uganda as a great success

story – and they are right in many ways. Since 1987, we

have enjoyed a sustained period of economic growth.

Liberalization and privatisation have created new

opportunities and a growing middle class; new

businesses have opened; urbanization has created

new suburbs for the new middle class who enjoys

better infrastructure and services, indeed a better

standard of life.

In spite of their imperfections, political, institutional

and structural changes have also taken place allowing

for better management of society. Emerging from a

state of decay and collapse, the country has made

considerable progress towards institutionalisation of

governance processes. The Local Council system, a

robust parliament, an improved and functional

88
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judiciary as well as a fairly disciplined military are all

evidence of institution building. There have been

highly visible attempts to fight corruption through the

establishment of the Inspector General of

Government, the Special Revenue Protection Services,

the police as well as various commissions of inquiry.

Uganda has also risen to the challenge of HIV/AIDS,

an epidemic that led to the death of many Ugandans.

The disease has been fought with courage at all levels.

Massive education and awareness drives have seen

incidences of infection decline, particularly in the urban

areas where HIV prevalence has fallen from 31% at the

start of the 1990s down to 5% at the end of that decade.

The Universal Primary Education (UPE) programme

launched in 1997 has led to a hitherto unprecedented

number of children attending school. Enrolment

increased from less than a million at the start of the

programme to some seven million children within six

years of its launch. Similarly, at the start of the 1980’s,

there were only two universities. At the start of 2004,

there were over 15 universities in operation around

the country. But what else is going on in Uganda?

What has been the price of this success?
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Stagnation of villages

The high population growth rate has placed an

incredible burden on our villages, as our agricultural

and economic systems have struggled to meet the

demands of so many more people. Life remains

particularly in the villages. Over-exploitation and

mismanagement of land, coupled with changing

climatic patterns, has resulted in degraded soils and

declining agricultural yields. Traditional institutions,

technologies, values and livelihoods that were once

successful now barely cope and are fading away as

they fail to manage the complexities of the present

day. As a result, our villages are caught in a limbo: far

from modern, but not exactly traditional either. They

lack the institutions and technologies to help them

develop – and indeed, adopt many of the more

negative value systems that are as a result of

‘modernization’.Village economies have stagnated and

there is no clear path forward. Many seem lost, and it is

here in the rural areas – above all in those places still

ravaged by conflict – that the toll of disease and

poverty extracts its highest toll.

The invisible damage of aid

Another feature of Uganda today is our heavy

dependence on donor aid which covers up to 85% of

the development budget and 55% of government’s

recurrent expenditure. But what has all this aid

accomplished? Despite the abundance of resources –

rich soils, a wonderful climate and the abundant donor

funds, Uganda still remains one of the poorest

countries in the world lagging behind in human

development. Much of the aid seems to leak away

invisibly or perversely harms our sense of priorities.

Each time we receive more aid, it seems that our

10
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defences are weakened leaving us more helpless and

more dependent. But just as rats soothe the heels of a

sleeping man as they continue to gnaw his soles,

Ugandans seem to be so soothed by aid that they fail

to recognize its harmful effects.

The natural price paid

At the time of its independence in 1962, Uganda

was referred to as the ‘Pearl of Africa’ – alluding to its

rich and abundant flora and fauna. However, as

population increased and urbanization and economic

development progressed, the natural resource base –

the source of our wealth – has been the major victim.

Valuable wetlands were drained for construction and

industry.Forests yielded to infrastructure developments

and were logged for fuel and timber needs. For

example, the tropical high forest cover has declined

from a high of 3 million hectares in 1900 to a mere

700,000 by 19871. The lakes and the land have been

vigorously exploited to sustain an ever-increasing

population. Wild animals have seen their habitats

invaded by humans and some species once plentiful are

on the decline2. Shifts in climate are providing new

challenges – in Kabale for instance, increased average

temperatures have seen malaria-carrying mosquitoes

enter the area with a corresponding rise in malaria

incidence – a disease that was previously unknown

there.

Challenges Uganda faces – now and in the future

There are many opportunities for Uganda – but just

as many challenges. Diseases – including the

continued threat of HIV/AIDS – continue to take their

toll. The education system needs to be relevant to

society, and for those leaving institutions of learning,

jobs need to be created. We might have more wealth,

but disparities and divisions have also grown. Our

cultural diversity is still used as an instrument of

division and not unity. As a society, we do not seem to

have and nurture a culture of dialogue. Our debt

burden continues to grow3 and we have signed

international treaties that we do not yet know how to

honour. As we move ahead, new and sometimes more

difficult challenges will emerge. The threat of

terrorism, the uncertainty of climate change and the

swings of the global economy are but a few examples.

1212
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So much done, yet so much more to do.

Amidst these huge challenges, our personal lives

are also changing: an increased number of educated

women, human rights activism and the primacy of

individual rights is challenging traditional patriarchal

structures and cultures that denied women an equal

share of rights. As a result, competition and conflict

between women and men is reshaping social relations

and institutions with some rejecting traditional

institutional models whilst others still hearken for a

return to the past.

As people migrate to the cities in search of new

opportunities, or as land is converted to new uses, the

social ties that bind us together are strained and

reshaped, with profound impact on our moral and

social values; our environment and health. What

should we do?

Ideological confusion?

In this time of great strains and transitions, many

unwritten laws govern our attitudes – sometimes for

better, sometimes for worse. Amidst these unwritten

laws, we struggle to build a solid future based on

bankrupt ideologies, low participation, poor

accountability and weak economic muscle. These

elements, aided by social and cultural factors, combine

to form a vicious cycle that is hard to break. Why, for

instance, does corruption still persist in spite of all

measures to curb it? Perhaps the roots of such evil are

to be found in popular sayings such as ‘Nfunira wa?’

(What’s in it for me?), ‘Twatera embundu

tushemerereiwe kurya’ (We fought for the liberation of

the country, therefore we should eat) or ‘Ebyaffe’

(These things belong to us, therefore they should be

returned to us). These sayings reflect our attitudes and

are used to justify selfishness and corruption.

As we face competing demands, there is a lingering

worry in the minds of many – that the country has lost

its way, that it is guided by ‘illusions based on delusions’.

In spite of the confusion, the country moves ahead.

Democracy is taking root – from lining up behind

candidates in 1987, to the ballot box in 2001 and

towards a multiparty system in 2006, progress is taking

place. The question remains however: will all of this

create a true democracy? Or will the unwritten laws of

leadership in Uganda continue to guide the country?
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Discussing the Undiscussable

As we struggle to cope with the fears and

uncertainties of the present day, there is still the big

and seemingly insurmountable wall of those

undiscussable issues. Since the 1960s, politics in

Uganda has been violent, with the military playing a

key role in facilitating unconstitutional changes of

leadership. Destruction of property and the loss of

lives have repeatedly retarded development,

devastating infrastructure, services and lives. Even

14
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today, our peace is not yet complete with the North

still ravaged by violent conflict.

Our violent past has left us with many bitter

memories and feelings.Trauma and a deeply felt sense

of loss and injustice still haunt many of us. A number of

Ugandans are still waiting for an opportunity to

revenge; others find it hard to speak with or agree with

others. Such pent-up emotional tensions underwrite

the mistrust and lack of tolerance that permeates our

society.

This means that when all is said and done, Uganda

today is a country of two realities: whilst most parts of

the country enjoy relative peace and stability – and the

progress that comes with this – Northern Uganda

continues to be insecure and bears the brunt of a

vicious and violent conflict. Stories of women and

children sexually exploited; children orphaned; the

spread of diseases – notably HIV/AIDS - provide the

sub context of this conflict. There are over 1 million

internally displaced persons (IDPs)4. Many survive on

the margins, disillusioned and traumatized, wondering

if life will ever get better for them.

Faced with these two difficulties, and many other

dilemmas, Uganda is seemingly trapped between

‘here’ and ‘there’. Which way do we go? As we move

forward, new problems and challenges emerge. Are we

on the right path? Should we turn back? And if we are

to turn back, what do we go back to?

Why are we like this?

Are Ugandans simply a selfish people, intolerant

and disgruntled? Why does it seem to be so hard to

know what to do? Is our patriotism lacking? Why are we

like this?

Culture and history mould a people to be who they

are. Is there something deep in our history and culture

that can explain all of this? Has the time come to

understand our culture and history better? Should we

be more deliberate in understanding how our own

culture and history can help us shape development

and modernization? What should we keep? What can

we discard?

One of the most urgent questions that we face

concerns violence and conflict in Uganda. Has conflict

become self-perpetuating? Is it a permanent lucrative

business? In whose interests is it to continue with
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conflict? Does violence perpetuate itself because of

the violence of our history? Does increased violence in

our homes contribute to increased violence in our

public spaces? To what extent do our problems

emanate from the fact that we are a nation of many

cultures trying to live together? To what extent is co-

existence complicated when some cultures consider

themselves to be the epitome of all cultures? What is

the contribution of languages, prejudices and

stereotypes to divisions and mistrust within society?

A question about the future

Faced with all these challenges and difficult

questions about Uganda today,we have asked ourselves:

What will become of Uganda as we face a complex

world and what will be the impact on its citizens?

This is our question of the future. But no one knows

the future. We can only imagine it. The three stories

presented here offer imaginary futures for Uganda. As

you read them, ask yourself that question:‘What might

become of Uganda and what might I do?’ The stories

highlight three dilemmas:

• How will our handling of the next political

transition turn out? Will it move us towards

prosperity or plunge us back into the violent past?

(The ‘Rope Bridge’ story)

• What does the path of ‘half successes’ hold?

(Ow’embaliga story)

• What does it take to break old habits and move on?

(Ovago vile vile story)

We tell these stories in the hope that they will

contribute to a better future for Uganda. They are

stories of mistrust, violence, division and pain. But they

are also stories of hope and renewal. Remember, these

are not predictions of the future – rather imaginary

futures that you might one day have to face.

What do you think might happen? And what will

you do to create the future you would rather see?

Notes
1. Forest Department Report, 1994

2. Uganda National Parks, 1995: Birds and Mammal Checklists for Ten National

Parks in Uganda.

3. World Bank, 2004: World Development Indicators:

http://www.worldbank.org/data 

4. See Affected Populations Report for the Horn of Africa Region, October 2003,

and Affected Populations Report for the Great Lakes Region, August 2003, Office

for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Regional Support Office for Central

and Eastern Africa (OCHA RSO CEA), Nairobi.
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Let us imagine a woman that has to sell her produce

at the market. She must travel quite some distance to

reach the market, a journey that involves crossing a river

by means of a rickety rope bridge. The burden she carries

is heavy, the crossing of the river treacherous. Indeed,

there is no certainty that she will find buyers for her

produce.Yet, the hope of profit is what sustains her as she

makes this trip to the market. In the final analysis

however, all her hopes and aspirations for profit may be

realized only if she successfully crosses the bridge.

The Rope Bridge is the story about how we manage

political transition in our country. Shall Uganda

consolidate the peaceful gains made in recent years

and take bolder strides into the future, or shall it

stagnate, or perhaps even regress? The challenge is

immense and what matters is the quality of the

decisions we make in this critical transition period

when we are bearing both the burden of our history

and the aspirations and challenges of the future. The

bridge we must cross is equally rickety. How we

balance our burdens as we attempt to make the

crossing shall determine if we will make the crossing

safely. As we make this journey, we have to decide what

we will take with us and what we must leave behind.

The story begins with Ugandans looking to the

future with a mixture of optimism and anxiety as

constitutional and political reforms unfold. In spite of

positive changes such as the restoration of multiparty

politics, a strengthened parliament and judiciary, a

restructured and disciplined military and the

improved Local Council system, the majority of the

population remains suspicious and mistrustful of

these transformations. Yet, these changes are gestures

that inspire and signal hope for the future.

18
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The elections in 2006 attract several parties –

some new, others old. After two decades of single-

party rule, Ugandans are optimistic that

fundamental institutional and economic reforms will

follow the political transition. The political parties

compete on populist platforms promising reforms,

but at the same time are inadequately prepared for

competitive politics. Frustrations emerge and

tensions dominate the campaign period with

settling old political scores high on the agenda. Old

prejudices are rekindled and it seems that pluralist

politics is following in the path of conflict and

bloodshed that has accompanied it in the past.

Amidst the mistrust and tension, the Electoral

Commission is accused of being partial when voting

periods are extended in some remote and hard to

access regions.

Despite these tensions, the 2006 elections

conclude successfully and are hailed as yet another

successful transition in Africa. A newly elected

government is installed, but in a climate of simmering

tensions. It would appear that the first section of the

rope bridge has been successfully crossed. However,

has the bitterness of the campaign period weakened

this rope bridge?

On the outside, it seems that everyone is excited

and hopeful that the transition heralds a new era. The

election has been given the imprimatur of success by

the international community resulting in continued

inflow of investment and donor support. Programmes

to combat AIDS and other diseases are widened,

investments result in increased employment

opportunities and the problem of Northern Uganda is

tackled as international efforts bring the conflict there

to an end.The price of all of this support is pressure for

additional reforms, which the government promises.

Uganda, it would seem, is moving forward. However,

unspoken fears run deep. Many people remain

insecure and uncertain of the new leadership. Mistrust

along ethnic and religious grounds deepens – albeit

silently.

The ghosts of the past however refuse to remain

buried. In spite of efforts to bring it under control,

corruption remains as vicious as before and limits real

gains. Sectarianism persists as officials and politicians

reward their supporters and relatives with top
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positions in public sector organizations thus

compromising effective service delivery. Those left out

are disgruntled. Cultivation of ethnic ties is critical to

accessing employment and wealth. Those excluded

long for “their turn” in power. This creates hatred and

divisions which the government is unable to reduce.

Those who are beneficiaries of the government

largesse give their unwavering support to the

government, encouraging continued corruption and

poor governance.This stifles government’s attempts to

push through the reforms it had promised in its

manifesto. In the medium and long run, the needs of

the poor remain ignored with poverty deepening.

By 2011, the population has lost confidence in the

government. Regional inequalities, corruption and

ethnicity have persisted, poverty has not reduced and

livelihoods have not improved. Dissatisfied and angry,

the population begins to agitate for reform as they

blame the politicians for letting them down.

Pushed to the wall, the government increasingly

resorts to ‘securitized’ approaches to dealing with

dissent. As the elections approach in 2011, the political

space is circumscribed and opposition parties stifled.

20
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The incumbent government triumphs in the

subsequent elections that are widely considered to

have been rigged. With popular resentment on the

increase and spilling over into the streets, the military

once again comes ‘to the rescue’ to protect the

government. Dealing with dissent with a heavy and

brutal hand, stories of human rights abuses abound as

civil rights are stifled. The media is harassed and

censorship becomes a way of life for the media. Pliable

opposition politicians are bought off; those of firmer

conviction are intimidated.

Despite the intimidation and harassment, the

people refuse to give in and constantly challenge the

regime to uphold the rule of law and to respect its

human rights obligations. In 2013, an attempt to hold

a peaceful rally to protest the government’s actions is

forcefully broken up by the army resulting in many

injuries, deaths and imprisonments. This event fuels

even more anger and sparks more protests increasing

the pressure on the government. Isolated and

increasingly vulnerable, the government declares a

state of emergency. State inspired insecurity reigns.

With the opposition silenced or exiled, the security
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forces and their colleagues in power take advantage of

the situation to loot state coffers for their own benefit.

Social unrest is rife in urban areas.The livelihoods of

the rural poor are increasingly fragile as they eke a

living off ever less fertile land parcels. They are largely

ignored by the state and remain the concern of

religious and other non-governmental groups.

Environmental destruction continues at ever-

increasing pace as the poor search for fuel. The

Universal Primary Education (UPE) project has fallen

into decay and is threatening to collapse at any time –

as is the health care system. Critical funds for social

services are continually diverted into political and

‘security’ projects to benefit a small palace coterie and

their supporters.

By 2016, the support for the government is at its

lowest. The rope bridge is frayed and weak. Can it

continue to hold the weight of the nation? It would

seem that Uganda is on a downward spiral. The

government is no longer preoccupied with national

development issues but more with personal survival.

Corruption is out of hand as favours are bought and

traded openly. The economy stagnates, the

environment plundered. Powerful businessmen in

alliance with powerful military officers evade taxation

and to meet the shortfall in revenues, taxes are

increased – to the annoyance of an already

overburdened tax-paying population. Investors

withdraw and unemployment increases with

concomitant increases in poverty. Even as the majority

slides deeper into poverty and squalor, a small group

of people continues to flourish, living in pomp and

majesty.

When the 2020 elections are cancelled, there is an

immediate backlash taking form of internal outrage

and international condemnation of the government.

The rope bridge is barely holding together as

Ugandans stare at the abyss below. Ugandans in exile

advocate an uprising against the government. The

population is in favour with many groups agitating for

a change of government. But people in these groups

dread the possible consequences and, lacking strong

internal leadership or the means to realize their

ambitions, they do not act. Instead, despite their

shared grievances these groups remain divided along

regional, ethnic and ideological lines. Mistrust runs
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deep with accusations and counter-accusations

punctuating the atmosphere between them. They

point out the ancient mistakes rival groups made

when they were in power years earlier and on this

basis, write them off. Sometimes a group or leader is

not supported because they come from a region that

others dislike and mistrust. This weakens the

opposition to the advantage of the government.

Having tried and failed to effect change from

within, a segment of the military, fed up with the status

quo, rebels against the government. They successfully

encourage the other groups to unite and join them.

Tacitly backed by neighbouring countries and an

international community disillusioned with the

government and the simmering popular revolt at

home, a military onslaught on the government is

launched. It progresses rapidly, and after a short period

of turmoil and chaos, the government falls and is

replaced by a broad-based coalition of political forces.

By 2025, the rope bridge to Uganda’s future is still in

place, but in dire need of repairs. Uganda’s

infrastructure has crumbled after years of neglect, the

economy in ruins, social systems and structures badly

damaged. The painful experiences of conflict and lost

gains make Ugandans slow to find ways and means to

heal the breaches of the past. Yet, the new

government promotes national reconciliation and

consensus building. Ugandans in exile slowly trickle

back home to contribute to the process of rebuilding

the nation. The international community contributes

funds and technical expertise to this process. Under
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the supervision of the African Union, a National

Conference is convened and brings together

Ugandans from all walks of life to plan a future

development path for the country. The Conference,

working hard to chart the road map to the future

confronts difficult moments, as it has to overcome

some of the most contentious issues that have divided

the country. Even as the delegates’ work and the

country watches, the key questions in people’s minds

are: Can we trust each other? What do we really want

as a country?  Can we live together harmoniously?

What if the new political class repeats the same

mistakes, will we all return to chaos again?     

24
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There is an old Kiganda proverb to describe the walk

of person who suffers from a deformed walking style,

often caused by jiggers. Ow’embaliga atambula

awoza malala (“The person with deformed feet walks

with pride to hide his deformity”). This walk is not just

painful but also erratic as the walker treads carefully to

avoid causing himself pain while seeking to maintain his

balance. The best way of maintaining both balance and

pride is to point the feet in different directions. Lurching

from side to side, Ow’embaliga is prone to cause

destruction of whatever is in his path.

The story of the embaliga walk in Uganda begins in

2003. However, the embaliga defect precedes this

period, its roots lying in the economic and social

disparities that plague the country. Uganda is a

country with immense natural resources that could

potentially underwrite a comfortable life for its

citizens. However, it is home to some of the world’s

most wretched people with over one third of its

population living in absolute poverty. Very many

Ugandans are unable to meet their daily basic needs in

terms of food, shelter and security.

In the rural areas, the poor struggle to eke a living

off the land with ever diminishing returns for their

efforts. With few options and nowhere to go, they

remain rooted to the countryside entertaining dim

hopes of a better future. In the cities, however, one

finds a different reality: the wealthy live in prosperous

enclaves suffering none of the tribulations of the poor

and enjoying lavish lifestyles. This disparity – which

informs the embaliga twitch – has significant

implications for the future of Uganda.

While many Ugandans wonder how to feed

themselves, the political elite compete with one

another to control scarce resources. Ethnicity, regional

disparities, religion and politics form the sub-text of

the disagreements, conflicts and divisions between

them.

In northern Uganda, more and more people are

displaced as insurgency rages.Their poverty, bitterness

and trauma are compounded on an almost daily basis.

They see the government as a regime of Southerners

set on elimination of the Acholi people. In the South,

however, where there is relative peace, the northerners

are seen as rebellious people who seek to destroy the

unity of Uganda. This tension interferes with the
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country’s smooth movement forward. Thus progress

occurs in a contradictory and haphazard manner. Even

as gains are made on some fronts, significant losses are

recorded on others.The embaliga lurch leaves its mark

visibly.

These regional and political sympathies influence

voting in the 2006 elections, which takes place under a

new constitutional agreement that allows the current

president to run for another term. The Baganda

advocate a muganda leadership, citing various faults in

the balalo (cattle herders) leadership of the preceding

decades. People in the east, on the other hand, argue

that it is now their turn to rule, and seek to field their

own candidate.

In spite of the complex political reality, the

incumbent regime wins the 2006 elections

comfortably.

After the election, Uganda remains firmly anchored

to the global economy as a pliant client state of the

richer countries of the global north. In return, the

Ugandan state continues to receive large subsidies

that underwrite remarkable social programmes. The

Universal Primary Education Programme (UPE) is

extended to Universal Secondary Education (USE)

raising literacy rates even higher. The campaign

against HIV/AIDS continues with anti-retroviral drugs

made readily available at medical centers

countrywide. NGOs and numerous advocacy and

political groups are not exempt from the donor

largesse as they too   implement a wide variety of

social programmes around the country. However, in

spite of this massive influx of donor funds, little
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changes on the ground. Is it because the programme

priorities are set from the outside by the donors? Is

Uganda traveling a journey whose itinerary and

destination are not set by Ugandans?

As Uganda aligns its policies closely with those of

its foreign donors, and even opening its soil to foreign

military bases, it becomes the subject of criticism from

other African states. Uganda begins to record its own

casualties in the ongoing war on terror, as disaffected

groups carry out terrorist attacks against local targets.

In spite of the regional differences, economic

liberalization continues apace and the private sector

thrives off lucrative donor contracts and export

opportunities abroad. Exports of new cash crops such

as vanilla and moringa olifera are increasing. The

discovery of oil in western Uganda drives the country

deeper into the control of its external partners as

lucrative concessions are parceled out. Corrupt deals

line the pockets of those few individuals with the right

connections. A number of import-substitution

enterprises emerge to service the needs of the

emerging middle class by making toys and assembling

domestic appliances.The wealth of those controlling the

private sector increases in leaps and bounds whilst wages

are kept low for the majority who work in these industries.

Land reforms enable investors to freely buy large

tracts of land from small holders. Land that was

previously under food crops now produces a variety of

crops for the local and export market. Game ranches

and exclusive natural reserves slowly push peasants

off the land. Unable to compete, many smallholders

take the money they are offered for their land and

move to the cities or retreat to smaller plots. As agro-

business acquires larger plantations, the social and

economic life of many Ugandans is changed. The

heavy footprints of the emabaliga walk can be seen –

one foot pointing towards the wealthy hills of Kololo,

the other knocking over traditional, once self-sufficient

rural livelihoods.

With the environment increasingly strained, the

National Environmental Management Authority

(NEMA) and the government seek to limit damages to

the environment by promoting alternative renewable

energy sources. However, the rising population,

deforestation, soil exhaustion and demand for energy

for industrialisation accelerate environmental
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destruction. Unpredictable seasons disrupt

agricultural production, and average temperatures

seem to be rising. Will the environment continue to

sustain our activities? Is Uganda becoming a desert?

How should we respond to climate change? No one

really knows and many are fearful. The uncertainty of

the embaliga walk is shown once again.

In an attempt to decongest the overflowing camps

for internally displaced persons in Acholi, people are

relocated to the sub-counties. Largely abandoned to

their own devices, the inhabitants of the camps live

miserable lives and seek to fend for themselves

through desperate measures. Attacks from remnants

of the rebels make life in the camps insecure. Though

well equipped, the armed forces seem to be unable to

make headway in flushing out these bandits. A state of

neither war nor peace reigns.

By 2010, the people from the rural areas are

flocking to the city in droves. They come in search of

employment and survival only to find that urban

settlements offer neither. Informal settlements spring

up and expand on the fringes of the city. Makeshift

homes are to be found in spaces around garbage

disposal heaps, sewerage drains and solid waste

centers. Jua-kali artisans fashion implements and

articles using rudimentary technologies for use by the

poor. Life in these settlements is harsh, but

nevertheless vibrant. The newcomers bring their

villages into the cities, along with a lively sense of

creativity, independence and self-reliance. Resilience

and solidarity enable many to withstand adversity.

They share the little they have; new networks of trust

evolve allowing people to survive the harsh life of the

slums. They are removed from the political games of

the elite, survival being their primary preoccupation.

The shrinking job market and government

retrenchment programme causes many households to

suffer – particularly those of the small middle class of

professionals who were employed in the civil service.

Emigration becomes an option for many young

people who seek better opportunities abroad. A few

lucky ones leave whilst large majorities are forced to

survive off their wits. Social ties and family bonds

disintegrate and the Ministry of Health reports an

increase in the number of HIV infections recorded

around the country with the informal settlements
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recording the highest rates of infection. Paradoxically,

at the same time Uganda is recording an improvement

in the status of women. How come this strange

situation? The number of women occupying

parliamentary seats and occupying public positions is

on the increase. However, the beneficiaries of this

increase are wealthy women from the elite circles

whose life does not mirror any of the challenges of

their poorer countrywomen. The embaliga walk

indeed!

By 2020, Uganda is a country of disoriented people

who have lost their relationship with their ancestral

lands. Identity and solidarity are defined by wealth (or

lack thereof ). The countryside is largely in ruins and

abandoned – save for the occasional plantation – as

many small-scale farmers, unable to eke a living off the

land, have moved to the towns and cities where they

ended up living on the fringes. In the north, thousands

of internally displaced persons continue to live in

cramped camps that are neither friendly nor

conducive to normal social relations. A generation has

grown up in these camps that is inured to a hard life of

scarcity interspersed with brutality. Surviving by the

slimmest of threads, the lives of the internally

displaced persons are torn between the ‘embaliga’ of

the deprived and that of the depraved. Is this a lost

generation? How can their despair be shown some

hope? 

As 2025 approaches, Uganda is a fragmented

country. Old bonds have broken down to be replaced

by new ones – the emergence of a pidgin culture and

a subsequent crisis of identity are the outcomes of this

process. Ugandans who benefited from the newly

minted wealth of the past decades or who leveraged

their connections to the powerful political and military

elite do well. They work even harder to strengthen

their positions within the closed ranks of wealth and

power. The poor, however, remain abandoned to their

own fate. Access to social services – health and

education in particular – worsens, as these facilities are

increasingly rundown. They develop and nurture their

own social networks to cope with the situation the find

themselves in. They look at the wealthy and privileged

with envy and hope for a time when they too will be

able to take on the elite.The balance of the once proud

Ugandan nation is increasingly harder to maintain. As
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Ugandans face the years ahead, which wounded foot

will take the next step of the Embaliga walk? In which

direction and with what consequences?

One country, two realities!
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This is an old Lugbara saying which warns people

against being predictable. A long time ago, so the story

goes, a young kob1 would at the end of each day return

to a favourite pasture, which it would eat for pleasure

after the day’s grazing. An old lion, which could no longer

run very fast wanted to eat the plump kob but knew it

could not match it for speed. It kept observing the young

kob and, having established that the kob would visit the

same pasture every evening, went to lie in wait one day.

As the young kob tripped daintily to its favourite sweet

grass, the lion sprang, caught the kob and turned it into a

delicious meal.

Ova go vile vile

Ova go dra dri

The kob that visits the same grazing ground each

evening risks death.

To escape the fate of the young kob, this is a story

of tolerance and hope, of change and imagination.

Our story begins as the country moves to open up

political spaces for the free competition of different

political groups. A new dialogue is beginning

between the movement and believers in pluralistic

politics, made possible by years of peace in many parts

of the country. But this dialogue is also the product of

fear because Uganda has known a cyclical history

where periods of stability are followed by periods of

violent conflict. Could such violence return?  “No!” say

a heartening number of people.“Enough is enough; let

us have no more bloodshed.” “Let us learn to be

tolerant – Uganda is large enough for all.”

In saying this, many are encouraged by the great

institutional and structural changes that took place in

the 1990s and the recognition that Uganda must be

governed according to the law. The Judiciary,

Parliament, the armed forces and the media, which

gained freedom from the Executive during the 1990s,

are more independent. These achievements, plus

international backing, support an orderly and

democratic preparation for elections in 2006. With

Uganda’s strong economy and increased investments,

there are too many gains no one wants to lose. By the

beginning of 2005, even the persistent conflict in the

North begins to subside as foreign support for the

rebels begins to dry up and hard negotiations begin
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yielding fruit. Gradually an uneasy peace takes hold in

the north.

The date of the 2006 elections is announced well in

advance and the necessary constitutional and

administrative measures are put in place for the

smooth transfer of power.The government establishes

a strong and independent Electoral Commission

which includes opposition members. The subsequent

elections are peaceful, and are decreed ‘free and fair’

by regional and international observers. A new

president is elected with a 60% majority, an outcome

accepted as the people’s choice by both contestants

and voters. The election observers praise the outgoing

government for ensuring fairness, as the plump kob

slips away from danger to live another day.

The new government, seeking national unity,

reaches across party lines for support and includes

many strong personalities who criticised the previous

regime. Now they are being held to the standards they

demanded of the previous government. The new

government continues good diplomatic relationships

with the richer countries that offer aid and assistance.

Decentralization, poverty eradication and social

development programmes continue, as does the

professionalisation of the army, the judiciary and the

police, three institutions critical to the nation’s stability.

On the whole, the new government’s first term is

marked by goodwill and the desire to see Uganda

succeed. Universal Primary Education (UPE) takes off,

giving many more Ugandans access to education and

greater confidence in government itself. In a search for
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jobs, the new president continues to encourage a

culture of export and works hard to find markets

abroad for our products, skillfully exploiting

opportunities like AGOA in return for increasing

backing of American foreign policy. But this is not

enough. More jobs are needed, but where can they be

found?

The government tries measures to strengthen the

rural economy by creating markets for food and cash

crops. Regulations are streamlined, essential

infrastructure improved. But many are still struggling

as soil fertility declines and the cost of fertilizers rise.

More people drift into towns, but there is little work to

be found. What can be done?

The lack of jobs causes people to believe that

corruption and nepotism are ruining their own

opportunities. The sweet grass of violent opposition

and rebellion tempts many, but the population, tired of

this talk and fearful of war, does not support such

whining. No one goes to the bush. Instead of war,

people opt to fight in local meetings and the media.

Shame and exposure are used to limit corruption at all

levels of government. Fearful of losing its mandate, the

new government accommodates these critics and

even expropriates the ill-gotten gains of the most

corrupt. Northerners are particularly critical, but

government convinces the remaining rebels of the

North to accept large measures of real autonomy and

creates a new cabinet level post for restoring

confidence in the North.

But ethnicity and regional imbalance still remain as

dangerous sources of disunity and conflict, a chronic

hindrance to development. Borrowing ideas from the
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successful campaign against HIV/AIDS, the ethnicity

problem is publicized and debate is encouraged.

Activists of all kinds test the use of new dialogues in

workshops, seminars, schools and villages.

A respected department in the President’s office

whose watchword is “tolerance and respect for each

other”supports them. People are encouraged

to tell their stories so that everyone can

understand what caused the

damages of the past, often

helped by writers, artists and

musicians to express the hard

pains they endured. Truth, it

is argued, is the only

thing that can set us free. In Northern Uganda, people

begin to recover from the trauma and poverty of the

long war. In this process of healing, new creative skills

grow in society and the arts.

As the records of the past become clear, people

seek new ways to avoid similar violence happening

again. They work together problem by problem,

village by village, neighbourhood by

neighbourhood. Honest differences are

accepted honestly and lead to more

peaceful ways of resolving hard

questions. These very local movements

reinforce national political skill,

encouraging a vibrant parliament and

independent judiciary to flourish. The

young kob is learning to avoid the

dangerous pastures where lions of

division lie in wait.

By this time, and following the

settlement agreement with the

North, much of the sting has been

taken out of ethnic differences.

After long and laborious
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negotiations, in public and private, the government

agrees that the cabinet must adequately represent all

the regions. Regional leaders are put in charge of their

own local development, but forced to move around

regularly to gather and share new ideas. Little by little,

the success achieved in this area shows real gains, as

energy, imagination and friendship grow, project by

project. Habits of trust deepen and prove useful when

people are faced with exceptional challenges.

The second decade of the century finds a more

sober Uganda facing a tough future. Freedom and

political stability are not enough unless more

jobs can be found for the rising generations. The

professional generation that grew up during the civil

wars is more confident as peace prevails. They use the

government to test a new ideal of modernization in

which environmental protection creates wealth and

employment. They believe that with growing

environmental alarm in the north, Uganda’s biological

wealth should be translated into jobs and income for

Uganda’s people. The first requirement, though, is to

strengthen the laws curbing exploitation of Uganda’s

forests, wetlands and soils. Educational programmes

are redesigned to include

m u c h
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more environmental knowledge and older rural

people are recruited as teachers. Finally, imaginative

efforts are made to develop new markets for organic

crops and the protection of habitats with high

biodiversity, all with the aim of creating new incomes

for rural peoples.

One of the important contributors to this economic

revolution is the 1990s LC system which gave localities

responsibility for environmental protection. Year by

year, local people and their local governments have

been learning to strengthen the health and resilience

of local ecosystems, while building their own political

confidence and skills. In 2010, despite pressure from

the donors, the government creates a new department

of biological rights, demanding and receiving

payments from any firm seeking to exploit Uganda's

biological wealth and the customary knowledge of

Ugandans. Incentives are put in place to encourage

people to switch from charcoal to paraffin for cooking.

This reduces dependency on trees for domestic fuel

and protects the watersheds of Uganda, as required by

the newly renegotiated Nile River treaty. Even as the

environmentalists praise Uganda, but many peasants

still find life quite hard and are not persuaded that any

wealth can be found here.

The government is re-elected in 2011, but a new

generation is now crowding the labor market. This

group has been schooled in business and

entrepreneurship skills, tested in small after-school

jobs, and inspired by the vision of a healthy Ugandan

landscape. They begin to create innovative new

business, backed by new Ugandan banks that help

graduates create their own businesses and new jobs.

As the enterprises prosper, cities and towns expand in

various regions of the country, further encouraged by

the reach of mobile telephony and electricity.

Government starts offering higher pay and allowances

to people moving to rural areas while encouraging

development-focused NGOs to be based in the rural

areas.

In another move that strengthens the rural

economy, both public and private efforts to create

active markets for food and cash crops begin to pay

off, both in the cities and abroad. Critical to the success

of these markets are regulations, cheap mobile

telephony and monitoring systems that ensure
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farmers know market prices and are paid well for their

produce. The media and village leaders educate their

people on better farming practices and their rights to

good pay for their produce, while informal extension

services further spread best practice skills. Little by

little, life in Ugandan villages improves.

By 2015, Uganda is becoming a better place but

new demands start to emerge. None of the

government’s activities are cheap and over time there

is a rising expectation that services will improve. Taxes

are raised, but the government cannot borrow much

more and faces a growing debt burden. Caught

between rising demands at home and the expectation

of debt repayment abroad, the government is trapped.

This time, sensing it would be a popular move; the

politicians begin moves to repudiate the international

debt, but the final decision is an East African affair.

Active cooperation on issues of governance and

economics in the region has led to the shared

realization that large debts are holding everyone back.

In 2015, the East African Community takes a stand and

foreign institutions are forced to write off huge loans.

Unfortunately, this financial declaration of

independence is mistrusted by many Ugandans who

fear it is a new trick to keep the government in power,

despite having come to the end of its second term. As

the 2016 elections approach, people see signs of a

government unwilling to step down. Rumours spread

about a return to the bush, but opposition leaders

remind members of the government of their own

strong stand in 2006 against lifting the two-term limit.

Wary of popular unrest, the government has no option

but to keep its promise. The 2016 elections bring in a

new regime and the old lion of violent opposition

slinks away. Why go to the bush to fight useless wars

when the political system allows for a peaceful transfer

of power?

2021 is an important turning point in Uganda's

politics, as a new generation comes to power. Unlike

the old breed of politicians who were more concerned

about their ethnic, religious and political divisions,

these leaders have new preoccupations. Dissatisfied

with old models of development, they keep testing

imaginative ways for their country to prosper and

survive. They have the courage of their intelligence

and the confidence of their own experience. They
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work with their East African allies to change unfair

agreements and with their own citizens to challenge

the ghosts of Uganda’s past. They see the great

potential of the country’s diversity and the value of

tolerance and dialogue. With these assets, a genuine

transformation of Uganda has begun. Many are still

struggling as Uganda feels its way into the future, but

many more have confidence they can find new ways to

create prosperous lives in a healthy and peaceful land.

Note
1. A type of antelope commonly found in Uganda.
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Comparing the Scenarios
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Main Messages
Ovago vile vile
s Departure from destructive habits of

the past

s Tolerance and respect take root at all

levels of society 

s Unity will come from honestly facing

traumas of the past

s Diversity of the country an asset

s Imaginative responses are required

Ow’embaliga
s Can current development paradigms

provide equitable growth for all

citizens? If they don’t, to what extent

are the long-term stability and unity

of the nation compromised?

s Any vision of development must be

comprehensive and national,

yielding results for all and not just a

few

Rope Bridge
s Institutional reforms must be

accompanied by political will to see

them through to the end

s The nation must unlearn and discard

the destructive habits of the past

(sectarianism, waste, corruption) that

have fomented and perpetuated

conflict

Key Actors
Ovago vile vile
s Political parties

s Regional and local governments

s Parliament, judiciary and media

s Technocrats

s Private sector

s Donors

s East African Community

Ow’embaliga
s Political elite

s Donors

s The poor (economic and internally

displaced people)

s Rebel groups/armed dissidents

s Military/security apparatus

s Business elite

Rope Bridge
s Political elite

s Civil society

s Military/security apparatus

s International community

Crisis that launches the story
Ovago vile vile
s Realization of the futility of conflict

s Fruits of the peace dividend

recognized and welcomed around

the country

Ow’embaliga
s Growing gap between the haves and

have-nots

s Conflict in the north parked in a low-

level intensity stalemate which is

nonetheless hard on the local

inhabitants

s Political tensions compounded by

ethnicity and sectarian feelings

s Apparent inability of government to

redress the above issues

Rope Bridge
s Poor management of post-election

transition reinforces mistrust in

government

s Highly partisan government;
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deepening social and economic

injustices not tackled fuel broad

resentment against government

s Attempts to roll back democratic

gains by the government as it seeks

to assert its authority

Early signals/Elements
of warning

Ovago vile vile
s Tensions around transition

s Search for a government 

of national unity

Ow’embaliga
s Elite struggles for control of power

and resources

s Inability to conclude the conflict in

the North with any finality

s Slow implosion of the rural economy

triggers migration towards the urban

centres

Rope Bridge
s Increased intolerance with the non-

provision of services; inability of

government to maintain its promises

s Public agitation for change(s)

Main Theme
Ovago vile vile
s National unity

s Reconciliation, renewal and

reconstruction

Ow’embaliga
s Displacement, disparity and

disintegration

Rope Bridge
s Legitimacy of government

dependent on its fostering national

consensus and tackling pressing

problems within society

Key Turning Points
Ovago vile vile
s Establishment of government of

national unity with opposition forces

s Implementation of a national

dialogue/ healing process

s Decentralization of power to the

regions

s Repudiation of international debt

Ow’embaliga
s Resource depletion/collapse of rural

economies and livelihoods

s Deepening of economic

liberalization, in particular land

reforms

s Phasing out of aid subsidies

Rope Bridge
s Non implementation of election

manifesto

s Breakdown of dialogue with and

attempts to stifle opposition forces

s Lack of resources to deliver social

services and projects

Main Drivers
Ovago vile vile
s Fear of renewed conflict

s A shared vision that Uganda can be

‘bigger and better’

s Universal Primary Education

Ow’embaliga
s Greed and callousness of the

political and business elites

s Legacy of violence, conflict and

mistrust

Rope Bridge
s Intransigence of the political elite in

power and their role in collapsing

avenues for dialogue
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s Deepening of poverty and social

exclusion

Main Challenges
Ovago vile vile
s Building national unity – regaining

the trust of citizens in their leaders

and national institutions

s Economic reforms – developing rural

areas and creating employment for a

growing population

Ow’embaliga
s Maintaining the viability of rural

economies and livelihoods

s Absorption and integration of the

migrants from the rural areas in

urban areas

Rope Bridge
s Building a national conversation on

‘what needs to be done’

s Building trust and tolerance in a

climate fraught with tensions

s Maintaining the faith of the

populace in democracy and its

institutions

Assumptions
Ovago vile vile
s Efforts at reconciliation are

welcomed and successful

s Leadership is able to work closely

with opposition forces in national

unity government for a prolonged

period of time

s Economy is able to yield sufficient

returns to generate incomes and

employment

Ow’embaliga
s Ethnic and sectarian divides will

morph into class issues, particularly

amongst the poor and disenfranchised

s Conflict will not be widespread or

spontaneous, and that it will be

largely confined to the north and

contained in the slum areas

Rope Bridge
s That there is unity of purpose within

the opposition that creates sufficient

critical mass to take on the regime

s That the regime can outlast its

opponents over two electoral

seasons and still maintain a solid grip

on affairs

Most interesting and
innovative idea to emerge
from the story

Ovago vile vile

s National healing process to redress

past misdeeds/traumas which

facilitates process of building

national unity

s Environment is harnessed as a source

of wealth creation, employment and

revitalization of rural areas

Ow’embaliga

s Group identity is redefined along

class lines and no longer across

ethnic or sectarian divides

s Prolonged and deepening

inequalities eventually undermine

national unity

Rope Bridge
s Civil society is able to provide a

critical counterweight to the

excesses of the regime and at the

same time remain sufficiently vibrant

and legitimate alternative for change

s Regime change – external and

internal forces collaborate in
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interests of both the nation and the

region

Economy based on
Ovago vile vile
s Investments in modernization of key

infrastructure

s Export of primary products and

semi-processed goods to regional

and international markets

s Retail/low value economy in the rural

areas

s New jobs in environmental care and

biodiversity

Ow’embaliga
s Vertically integrated cash-crop

production, extraction of mineral

resources

s Informal trade and subsistence

agriculture

Rope Bridge
s Export of agricultural products and

light industry

s Informal economy in rural areas and

in the informal settlements around

the city

Political leadership style
Ovago vile vile
s Open, conciliatory and accountable

Ow’embaliga
s Dispensation of patronage within

closed circles

s Power and accountability held

within a small well-connected clique

Rope Bridge
s Autocratic and heavy-handed, not

accountable

s Liberal use of patronage

Conflict
Ovago vile vile
s International involvement and

pressure to address security

‘problems’ in Uganda

s Establishment of structures and

institutions to manage conflict

Ow’embaliga
s Dispensation of patronage within

closed circles

s Power and accountability held

within a small well-connected clique

Rope Bridge
s War in the north tamed with support

of international community

s Locus of conflict that between

disenfranchised masses and the

government

Politics of
Ovago vile vile
s Reconciliation and reconstruction

Ow’embaliga
s Control and division. Mistrust

abounds

Rope Bridge
s‘I win, you lose’

Role of state in economy
Ovago vile vile
s Facilitates and regulates

s Invests in infrastructure

development

s Protects Uganda from international

pressure

Ow’embaliga
s Instrumentalized. Broad

commitment to liberalization.
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However, facilitates and obstructs

depending on gains to be made.

s Targets investment in sectors where

there are quick gains to be made

Rope Bridge
s Initially facilitative. Later on, as

systems and structures collapse, it

becomes much more arbitrary in the

way it intervenes – often in the

interests of a select clique

Origin of rules, nature of their
enforcement

Ovago vile vile
s Rule of law respected, independent

judiciary

s Rules negotiated between key

stakeholders

Ow’embaliga
s Externally shaped and driven

agenda.

s Arbitrary enforcement

Rope Bridge
s Expediency; arbitrary enforcement

which is based on calculations

around private gain

s Heavy-handed approach. Non-

consultative

Boundaries of political
decision-making

Ovago vile vile
s Strong legislature, engaged

executive

s Devolution to the regions

s Strong local councils

Ow’embaliga
s Highly expedient. Mediated by

political and commercial interests.

s Concentrated within the executive,

which maintains close links to

external actors.

Rope Bridge
s Mediated by private/clique interests

s Legislature largely pliant to the

executive

Global finance
Ovago vile vile
s Investments in light manufacturing

and in developing agro-business and

service industries

s Innovative environmental investment

Ow’embaliga
s Large quantities of FDI flow in to take

advantage of liberalized regimes and

newly discovered mineral resources

for extraction.

Rope Bridge
s Flocks in at the beginning to take

advantage of liberalization regimes

in place

s As stability looks increasingly

remote, investment begins to

withdraw

Corruption
Ovago vile vile
s Discouraged, tackled vigorously

Ow’embaliga
s Rampant within corridors of power.

Tolerated to a large degree.

s As national situation becomes more

critical, increases

Rope Bridge
s Rampant and largely unchecked. A

key driving force
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Donors/Investors
Ovago vile vile
s Their presence is critical to the

success of the transition.

s Underwrite a number of the

programmes implemented

Ow’embaliga
s Donors pay for social programmes

and some of the structural

adjustment emerging from the

liberalization process

s Investors flock in take advantage of

opportunities

Rope Bridge
s Initially available, supporting social

investments and infrastructure.

Increasingly reduce as regime

becomes less tolerant and as

domestic donor concerns gain

greater priority

Global Role
Ovago vile vile
s Their presence is critical to the

success of the transition.

s Underwrite a number of the

programmes implemented

Ow’embaliga
s Strategic ally of superpowers.

Provides vital bases and staging

grounds in new global security

paradigm.

s Attraction as investment destination

gives the country regional

prominence

s Go-it-alone foreign policy creates

tensions with neighbours and within

regional bodies

Rope Bridge
s Retreats from star performer to

pariah and is increasingly isolated

s Regional antagonist

Who benefits?
Ovago vile vile
s Uganda as a nation

Ow’embaliga
s The political and business elite

Rope Bridge
s Those with access to power –

segment of political and military elite

Who loses?
Ovago vile vile
s War lords, corrupt politicians

Ow’embaliga
s The rural poor

Rope Bridge
s Opposition politicians

s People in those areas not closely

connected to the political/military

elite

Whom do you trust?
Ovago vile vile
s My neighbour

s My nation

s Our institutions

Ow’embaliga
s My connections (local and foreign)

s My ‘class’ allies

s People like me

Rope Bridge
s My kin

s My patron
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Uganda. A country of rich soils and good
climate. A country rich in diversity of people, of
languages and traditions; in flora and fauna.
Diversity is Uganda’s greatest wealth. Since
1986 when the National Resistance Movement
came to power, relative calm has reigned and
the country has made considerable progress
on various fronts – political, social and
economic. Like many other countries however,
Uganda faces a series of difficult challenges
interspersed with opportunities. These
challenges and opportunities raise hard
questions for which there are no easy answers.
Which way do we go? As we move forward,
new problems and challenges emerge. Are we
on the right path? Should we turn back? And if
we are to turn back, what do we go back to?
Uganda is seemingly trapped between ‘here’
and ‘there’.
Faced with these challenges and difficult
questions, what will become of Uganda as we
face a complex world and what will be the
impact on its citizens?
This is our question of the future. But no one
knows the future. We can only imagine it. The
Uganda Scenarios Project, launched in 2002,

seeks to provoke wide-ranging conversations
on the issues and challenges that Uganda must
face in the coming decades.
Using scenarios – fables of the future – the
project imagines three possible futures for
Uganda. The Rope Bridge story explores the
challenges of political transition. Will this move
Uganda towards prosperity in the future? The
Ow’embaliga story narrates the pursuit of half-
successes. Who wins? Who loses? Finally, the
Ovago vile vile story looks at a future in which
old habits are discarded and a new path ahead
forged. What does this take?
The stories highlight some of the dilemmas
Uganda must confront. As you read them, ask
yourself: ‘What might become of Uganda and
what might I do?’
These stories are told in the hope that they will
contribute to a better future for Uganda. They
are stories of mistrust, violence, division and
pain. But they are also stories of hope and
renewal. What do you think might happen?
And what will you do to create the future you
would rather see? Uganda’s future depends on
the choices that we make.

THIS IS A FREE BOOK.
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